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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research was to study “Power Relations of Community 
and Local Government in Natural Resource Management in Ban Sop Win Village, 
Tambon Mae Win, Amphoe Mae Wang, Changwat Chiang Mai” with the purpose of 
1) studying the power structure and the community power relations of the community 
and the local government in managing and utilizing the resources and 2) studying the 
conflicts and conflict management in the community due to the resource management 
and utilization.  This is a quality research in which the data was collected from 
documents and interviews.   

It was found that as tourism approached Sop Win Village, changes occurred.  
The community’s way of life of an interdependent agrarian system became congested 
in making the most profit for oneself from providing services to tourists.  The 
decentralization of local government to promote the people’s role in resource 
management under the community rights turned out to encourage certain local special 
interest and influential groups to acquire power to protect their own benefits to gain 
access to benefits from tourism related sources.  These special interest and influential 
groups had established a relationship with community leaders in creating 
righteousness based on community support to make their needs appear to go along 
with those of the community.  Thus, the needs of certain groups could gain an 
entrance to the local government.  Moreover, some tourism business operators also 
established power relations in the local government by engaging in the local 
government of Mae Win while maintaining relations in the patronage system with the 
existing local official.

Therefore, the tourism related conflicts in Ban Sop Win Village happened 
because of unfair benefit sharing of tourism resources as well as the diverse nature of 
resource utilization inside and outside the community.  This prevented the 
government from equally managing resources for each group.  This caused conflict 
management resulting in creating a joint agreement among business operators and the 
community according to the nature of the problems and the needs of the community.  
This in turn led to the rise of special interest groups to protect their rights in utilizing 
the resources.  Therefore, the solutions became just immediate solutions.   

It is therefore suggested that the local government and the community should 
come to an understanding about their roles in resource management and encourage the 



community to voluntarily participate in the management and to allow the villagers to 
have the authority to make decisions about the activities based on traditions and 
customs as well as indigenous culture of the community.  This will be effective tools 
to create ownership among the community members rather than feeling it is solely the 
government’s duty to manage the resources.   


